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ABSTRACT
Mask topography effects need to be taken into consideration for more advanced resolution enhancement tech-
niques in optical lithography. However, rigorous 3D mask model achieves high accuracy at a large computational
cost. This work develops a combined source, mask and pupil optimization (SMPO) approach by taking advantage
of the fact that pupil phase manipulation is capable of partially compensating for mask topography effects. We
first design the pupil wavefront function by incorporating primary and secondary spherical aberration through
the coefficients of the Zernike polynomials, and achieve optimal source-mask pair under the condition of aber-
rated pupil. Evaluations against conventional source mask optimization (SMO) without incorporating pupil
aberrations show that SMPO provides improved performance in terms of pattern fidelity and process window
sizes.
Keywords: Mask topography effects, spherical aberration, source mask optimization, usable depth of focus,
computational lithography
1. INTRODUCTION
In ultra low-k1 era of optical lithography, one primary limitation of process window is the noticeable difference
in best focus (BF) among various feature sizes.1 Rigorous 3D mask experiments have confirmed that mask
topography is a leading cause due to the fact that the thickness of the mask absorber produces phase errors
among different diffraction orders.2,3
Unfortunately, the rigorous electromagnetic field (EMF) modeling used to describe light diffraction from the
mask generally involves intensive computation,4 which limits the wide adoption of rigorous 3D mask modeling
for practical large layout simulations in advanced resolution enhancement techniques (RETs) such as source and
mask optimization (SMO).5,6 Additionally, although SMO is a powerful and effective technique which provides
more flexibility regarding both the mask design and illumination configuration adjustment,7–10 it is inadequate
to control the phase in the lens pupil. In order to compensate for the phase errors induced by mask topography
effects, additional degrees of freedom are required in terms of phase manipulation, namely to incorporate the
phase parameter into source and mask optimization.11
In this work, a combined source, mask and pupil optimization (SMPO) approach is developed as an alterna-
tive to maximize the process window. Here, “alternative” has twofold meanings. First, unlike SMO, the proposed
scheme takes advantage of the fact that pupil phase manipulation can partially compensate for thick mask to-
pography effects.12 It incorporates some helpful pupil aberration terms into imaging systems of the optimization
process, which makes the resulting source and mask robust against specific pupil aberrations, thereby being
robust against similar imaging impact caused by mask topography. Second, the whole optimization procedure is
performed based on the thin mask model, which makes sure that the speed is faster than that based on rigorous
model. But to verify the practicability and effectiveness of the algorithm, we compare all the printed image
fidelity and usable depth of focus (uDOF) through rigorous EMF simulations.
Section 2 contains a description of how to incorporate the pupil aberrations into SMPO strategy to compensate
typical mask-induced effects. The application of the proposed approach to the test patterns and simulation results
analysis are presented in Sec. 3 to demonstrate the enhancement on the image accuracy and uDOF.
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2. MUTUAL SOURCE MASK AND PUPIL OPTIMIZATION
The objective of our work is to devise a method that incorporates pupil aberrations into source mask corrections
to compensate for photomask topography degraded uDOF. In this section, we first model the imaging process
with pupil aberrations, and then describe how to design a pupil aberration function including specific aberration
terms to effectively compensate 3D mask effects. Next, under the circumstance of the aberrated transfer function,
inverse optimization method is used to update the mask and source alternately until the termination criterion is
reached.13–16
2.1 Forward Imaging Model with Aberrations
The imaging process in computational lithography is frequently divided into two parts, namely the aerial image
formation and photo-resist development. To include the pupil aberrations such that they occur in the practical
lithography process, the aerial image Ia(x, y) under a partially coherent illumination (PCI) system can be
described as17
Ia(x, y) =
∞∫∫
−∞
J(f, g)
∣∣∣∣
∞∫∫
−∞
Hˆ(f + f1, g + g1)e
i2piW (ρ,θ)Mˆ(f1, g1)e
−i2pi(f1x+g1y) df1 dg1
∣∣∣∣2 df dg. (1)
In Eq. (1), Mˆ represents the spectrum of input mask pattern M(x, y), and Hˆ is the ideal pupil function of the
optical system under nominal conditions. The wavefront aberration function, denoted by W (ρ, θ), is incorporated
by multiplying an exponential term with it as power in the frequency domain.18,19 The function J(f, g) ≥ 0
represents the effective source, which is normalized by its total energy.20,21
The aerial image Ia(x, y) then goes through the photoresist development to form the printed image I(x, y).
Approximating the resist effect with a sigmoid function due to its differentiability,22 the output I(x, y) is given
by
I(x, y) = sig
{
Ia(x, y)
}
=
1
1 + e−α[Ia(x,y)−tr]
, (2)
in which tr is the threshold and α indicates the steepness of the sigmoid function.
2.2 Aberration-aware Pupil Function
Deviation of wavefronts, also known as aberration, is recently developed in the extended Nijboer-Zernike the-
ory,23 and circular wavefront profiles associated with aberrations can be mathematically modeled using Zernike
polynomials,24 defined as
W (ρ, θ) =
∞∑
i=−∞
ziFi(ρ, θ), (3)
where Fi(ρ, θ) is the ith polynominal term with zi being the ith Zernike coefficient. The Zernike coefficients
are linearly independent, thus individual aberration contributions to an overall wavefront may be isolated and
quantified separately. ρ indicates the relative radial pupil position while θ is the polar angle, represented by
ρ =
λ
NA
√
f2 + g2 and θ = arctan(g/f), (4)
where λ is the incident light wavelength and NA is the numerical aperture.
Previous studies have found that mask topography have similar impact on the lithography imaging per-
formance to that caused by wave aberrations.25,26 Consequently, the mask-induced phase deformation can be
partially compensated by a manipulation of the pupil lens.12 Indeed, the simulation results exhibit that primary
spherical aberrations (Zernike term z9) have the highest sensitivity, which means a large impact on linewidth
through focus, and 1D lines are also prone to be affected by other spherical aberrations such as secondary
spherical (Zernike term z16) since the spherical aberrations have radially dependent and rotationally symmetric
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form.26 The wavefront function W (ρ, θ) in this paper is therefore composed of primary and secondary spherical
aberrations to further improve the imaging performance, as follows:
W (ρ, θ) = z9
(
6ρ4 − 6ρ2 + 1)+ z16(20ρ6 − 30ρ4 + 12ρ2 − 1). (5)
Here, we use H(x, y; z9, z16) to represent the aberrated point spread function with primary and secondary
spherical aberrations, which can be obtained by taking the inverse Fourier transform (F−1) of the pupil function
with aberrations, i.e.,
H(x, y; z9, z16) = F−1
{
Hˆei2pi
[
z9(6ρ
4−6ρ2+1)+z16(20ρ6−30ρ4+12ρ2−1)
]}
. (6)
After designing the pupil aberration function, we need to choose the Zernike coefficient values for the corre-
sponding Zernike polynomials, which are the wavefront errors in wavelengths and are presented in units of waves.
For instance, a coefficient of 0.1 means an aberration with the maximum value at 0.1λ = 0.1×193 nm = 19.3 nm.26
The method of determining the Zernike coefficient values in our work is carrying out the exhaustive search on
a series of target patterns, as described in Ref. 26, the exhaustive search is performed at different pitches to
find an optimal coefficient z9 which ensures the spherical aberration could be beneficial all of them. Thus we
obtain an optimized value of z9 and z16 which just can counteract the opposite primary and secondary spherical
aberrations induced by mask topography.
2.3 Source Mask Optimization Framework for Fixed Aberrations
In our approach, we make use of the relationship between the applied pupil filter and the aberration induced by
the mask, which was claimed in Ref. 11, that is if an optimized pupil filter maximizes defocus-exposure window
symmetry, then it would represent the inverse of the aberrations induced by mask.
Given two mask patterns, we not only consider the impact of the coefficient of primary spherical aberration
on the compensation for 3D mask effects, but also select secondary spherical aberration to enable further tuning
of the contributions of higher diffraction order. Assuming the optimal z9 and z16 have been found by an
exhaustive grid search over the z9 and z16 parameter space, take z9 = 0.1 and z16 = −0.02 as an example, which
is consistent for mask topography inducing a z9 = −0.1 of primary spherical aberration and a z16 = 0.02 of
secondary spherical aberration. During the following process of source and mask optimization, the printed image
I(x, y; z5, z16) is calculated under the circumstance of the fixed spherical aberrated pupil, rather than an ideal
pupil without any aberrations. Hence, the optimum source-mask pair resulted from source mask optimization
can effectively counteract the corresponding spherical aberration offset of z9 = −0.1 and z16 = 0.02 induced by
mask topography.
We generate the optimal source mask pair by minimizing the sum of the mismatches between the printed
image and the desired one over all locations, to achieve the smallest accumulated pattern error.27 Mathematically,
the SMPO minimization problem is formulated as
minimize
m
∥∥∥I(x, y; z5, z16)− I0(x, y)∥∥∥2
2
subject to M(x, y) ∈ {0, 1},
J(f, g) ≥ 0, (7)
Substituting the optimal z9 and z16 values into the above equation, then the current cost function can be
expressed as∥∥∥∥sig {∑
f,g
J(f, g)
∣∣∣M(x, y) ∗ F−1{Hˆei2pi[−0.1(6ρ4−6ρ2+1)+0.02(20ρ6−30ρ4+12ρ2−1)]}∣∣∣2}− I0(x, y)∥∥∥∥2
2
. (8)
The succeeding optimization is accomplished by conjugate-gradient (CG) method.28 The target pattern is
assigned as the initial mask, and the first mask optimization is performed with a traditional annular illumination.
SMPO works by alternating between optimizing the mask given the source, and updating the source by keeping
the mask fixed, and repeating these two steps until a stopping criterion is satisfied.
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Figure 1: Two test patterns used in simulations: (a) vertical lines/spaces design and (b) horizontal lines/spaces
design. Red lines mark the critical locations for measuring the process window.
3. SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed SMPO algorithm, we compare and analyze the simulation results
in terms of pattern error and the process window. Two target patterns are used, namely, a vertical lines/spaces
design and a horizontal lines/spaces design with different pitches, as shown in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively.
Both are represented by a 151 × 151 matrix with a pixel size of 4 nm × 4 nm and critical dimension (CD) of
32 nm, and the absorbers are composed of two layers, 55 nm of Cr (n = 1.477/k = 1.762) below 18 nm of CrO
(n = 1.965/k = 1.201). An annular illumination composed of 21 × 21 pixels with its inner annulus σin = 0.7
and outer annulus σout = 0.9 is adopted as the initial value for our source optimization. The parameters of the
projection system are set to be λ = 193 nm and NA = 1.35.
As described previously, we firstly perform the exhaustive search at these two different pitches and find optimal
z9 = −0.02 and z16 = 0.06 are advantageous to both patterns. This corresponds to that mask topography induces
a positive value of primary spherical aberration and a negative value of secondary spherical aberration. As a
consequence, our proposed source and mask optimization is achieved under the condition of aberrated pupil with
z9 = 0.02 and z16 = −0.06, and current pupil wavefront distribution is shown as Fig. 2
Figure 2: Current pupil wavefront distribution: a combination of primary and secondary spherical aberration.
In order to evaluate the image fidelity, we compare the optimization results using our proposed SMPO
framework with an SMO with ideal pupil, where the lines/spaces pattern in Fig. 1(a) is used as input. All
simulations and process window analysis in this Section are performed using the Fraunhofer IISB development
and research lithography simulator Dr.LiTHO, which computes the mask near fields through the Waveguide
method.29 Figures 3(a) – 3(c) respectively display the resulting source, the optimized mask and the printed
image at nominal conditions using the conventional SMO. The corresponding results from the robust SMPO
with z9 = 0.02 and z16 = −0.06 are given in the following row with the same structure. It is observed that
printed image quality in Fig. 3(f) using the proposed SMPO including Zernike terms z9 and z16 is improved,
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and the pattern errors is reduced by 9% than that in Fig. 3(c). All the optimized sources are normalized by the
maximum pixel intensity for better visualization.
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Figure 3: Simulation results of the first test pattern.
As further evidence that the circuit pattern quality is indeed improved by SMPO, another simulation is
conducted with the horizontal lines/spaces patterns in Fig. 1(b) as input, using our proposed SMPO framework
and conventional SMO without applied wavefront aberrations. Figure 4 presents the corresponding results in a
way similar to the above. Comparing the circuit images printed at nominal condition shown in Fig. 4(c) and 4(f),
it is worth noting that not only the end regions but also the middle lines in the former have more distortions,
which signifies that our method has a better resolution enhancement capacity over such regions. Especially for
the two lines located in the top and bottom of the image, SMO nearly fails to print them. In contrast, they
can achieve a better shape during SMPO. It can also be seen from the comparison of Figs. 4(a) and 4(d) that
inclusion of Zernike term of spherical aberration in the optimization procedure can provide a more reasonable
source shape, since source points along vertical axis are helpful in printing horizontal lines and spaces.30
Table 1 summarizes the measurements of the pattern errors for the two test patterns, where we compute
the mask near fields with the thin mask model—Kirchhoff, and thick mask model respectively. For each model,
we compare the results from two methods. To compare the performance of the methods, in a way that is
as independent as possible from the different stopping criteria, we run these methods until they reach similar
pattern error values in Kirchhoff model, where a fewer pattern error in rigorous model indicates an improved
image fidelity. For both test patterns, when both two methods produce similar pattern errors, SMPO can also
achieve a better performance in rigorous simulation, reducing about 9% and 32% pattern errors, respectively.
In other words, incorporating sensitive aberrations terms in SMPO gives a more robust design against the
mask-induced aberrations.
Since there is another kind of joint source, mask and pupil optimization algorithm, which manipulates the
pupil after source and mask optimization to compensates the mask induced effects. We run the simulations using
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Figure 4: Simulation results of the second test pattern.
Table 1: Comparison of performance with different models and methods.
Test patterns Pitch Model Methods PE (pixels)
SMO 80
Kirchhoff model
SMPO 76
Vertical lines 100 nm
SMO 1708
Rigorous model
SMPO 1557
SMO 148
Kirchhoff model
SMPO 182
Horizontal lines 128 nm
SMO 1280
Rigorous model
SMPO 866
the optimal sources and masks resulted from SMO to see the pattern error change versus z9 and z16 coefficients,
as plotted in Fig. 5. For both two cases, it can be observed from Figs. 5 (a) and (b) that when z9 and z16
changes within [−0.1, 0.1], all the pattern errors resulted from SMO approach are more than those from SMPO
method. In other words, even if pupil wavefront receives the further control after SMO, the proposed SMPO
algorithm incorporating pupil spherical aberrations into source and mask optimization process still can deliver
a better design. This result is related to the fact that a combination of z9 and z16 in the way in our method
would provide compensation effectively. Besides, the pattern error varies in a larger range with the change of
z9 value than that versus z16 variation, as illustrated by the red and the magenta curves in Fig. 5. This agrees
with previous study that spherical aberrations have the highest sensitivity with primary spherical aberration the
most sensitive.26
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Figure 5: Simulated pattern errors at different spherical aberration values (z9/z16) for (a) vertical lines at 100 nm
pitch, and (b) horizontal lines at 128 nm pitch.
(a) (b)
Figure 6: Simulated process window of 32 nm vertical lines at 100 nm pitch and 32 nm horizontal lines at 128 nm
pitch with (a) conventional SMO without pupil aberration and (b) SMPO.
After evaluating the image quality of different algorithms, we can now assess the robustness of the proposed
algorithm in terms of the process window. Fig. 6 depicts the average exposure-defocus window comparison, and
the three lines for one pitch represent the dose values to create features with the target linewidth and with a
deviation of ±10% from the target linewidth, respectively. The minimum feature size (also the width of the
feature) is chosen as the critical regions, as marked by the red lines in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). The usable depth
of focus is evaluated by checking the largest acceptable defocus range of an rectangular tangent with the color
curves at a particular dose. If we fix the exposure latitude (EL) condition at 2%, from Fig. 6(a), 100 nm pitch
vertical lines have no uDOF with 128 nm horizontal lines. In comparison, a larger uDOF is able to be observed
in the Fig. 6(b), where the proposed SMPO including both z9 and z16 coefficients increases the process capability
by producing a 60 nm larger defocus range than conventional SMO method, demonstrating enhanced process
robustness. Such results are reasonable because the consideration of pupil wavefront in the form of spherical
aberration in the optimization procedure can compensate for mask topography degraded uDOF, and another
possible reason is that the optimal source in Fig. 4(d) with more intensity on the vertical-oriented poles can
stretch the lines closer to the original design (Fig. 1(b)).
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, a mutual SMPO algorithm is presented for robust source and mask design in optical lithography.
We investigate how to incorporate primary and secondary spherical aberrations terms in the optimization pro-
cedure to compensate for thick mask topography effects. The application of the approach to 1D lines/spaces
pattern with different pitches of vertical and horizontal configurations shows advantages such as high image fi-
delity and improved process robustness. This allows the research on pupil plane, together with source and mask
optimization to be a prime candidate for computational lithography with the increasing severity of mask-induced
effects.
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